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AT YO UR SERVICE!

No.5

SCHOOL DEBTS

Should students be ch~rged by the hour
for the books they read in the library? The
very idea seems odd. In the cafeteria the
more on eats, the more one must pay, and
properly so. But the library is one department where one has the privilege of deriving
unlimited benefit at no extra charge. Here
one may receive services worth hundreds of
doll~rs but for the asking.
To serve the library user is the objective
of all our librdry organization and activity
cmd costs much money and painstaking effort.
If we are to h<~ve books for the user, we
must first acquire them. Consequently, the
selection <1nd purchase of books is an important division of the work of every librdry
staff. For Jhis purpose, our libr~ry spends
hundreds of d ollars every yedr. We need
to check continud lly to insure that e~ch field
of know led ge is p roperly rep resented in the
library by the most important <1nd ldtest books
~vailable and
by adequate reference
mdteri<ll. We dlso try to secure the best new
books of general re<~ding v11lue. We cannot
buy too many and consequently must endeavor to select the cream of the output.
A gre<1t mass of books would lose r~~ost of
its value if it were not organized in such a
W<IY th~t a re~der Cdn· find the m~terial that
he wants. To provide a way into the labyrinth, classification and Cdtdloging must form
an important part of st•ff duties. A catalog
must be carefully t~ilored, so to spe~k, to
fit the libr<1ry that it serves. A well-made
Cdt<llog for a library of the size of ours may
cost several thousand doll<1rs.
No thief

Do you owe a school debt? Has it continued for a number of ye~rs? H~ve you
intended to wait until you could accumulate
all the money and send it up at one time?or has the importance of paying it gradually
faded out of your 111ind? Receive encouragement from the example of some others.
During the past week the writer received a
check for nearly eighty dollars from an individual whose bill had been written off to
lost accounts years ago. This individual
attended SoutherA Junior College in 1Sl291930. Another person during the past
few days inclosed a twenty-dollar bill in an
envelope to ~pply on a long p~st due
~ccount. On ~n ~ver~ge we receive about
$100 ~ month on these old non-current
e b l ig~tions.
We should receive ~bout ~
thousand dollars a month.
The writer's experience of about thirty
years in collecting school accounts has convinced him that girls are r~~ore f<1ithful in
paying their bills th~n boys. A girl will
send up a small amount-a dollar at a time,
or sometimes only Afty cents-but she will
keep at it over a period of months, or sometimes years, until the entire account is retired.
A boy has just as gocd intentions, but m~ny
of them apparently say to themselves, "I will
wait until I can accumulate the entire araount,
then send it all over in one lump sum." S11d
to relate, this day seldom 11rrives.
Nothing is more discouraging than· to
h~ve back debts h~nging over one's he~d.
It is dif.ficult indeed for an empty sack to
stand upright. Also, it is impossible for

(Continued on page 4)
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SOUTHLAND SCROLL

EDITORIAL

I

DO IT TODAY
Once more we are approaching another school year. The success of t~e niAe months ahead
will depend on our ~ttitude as we begin our work.
While instructing a student of violin, a music teacher oRce said, "In solo work, the most
important parts of your number are the beginning and the ending. An error in the middle
may be f"rgotten if the other parts are well performed." This is true in almost anything we attempt in life. Therefore we need to gather strength for a good strong begini'Mng. If, in the
course of our school performance, we slip, we need not be completely discouraged. Rather,
we may once more set ourselves with determination to the task and press on to a good ending of the school year.
However, at the present we need think only of the beginning. The months that may seem
to some to srtetch on to an endless eternity need not be considered -only that Arst day. If
it seems hard, we need to plunge in with all the vigor we have and get started-to make a
good beginning-to destroy doubts-to work so h11rd to make a success of the present thdt
we have no time to worry llbout the future. If this is done day by day, there will be no
question about d good ending; in fact, there will not even be any stumbling in the middle to
be covered up. After all, the future is really the present when we get to it; and if we make
a success of the present ddy by day, there will be no future in which to make a failure.
"The hardest work you ever do
Is worrying about it;
What makes an hour reseRlble two
Is worrying about it;
Time goes mighty slowly when
You sit and sigh and sigh again
And think of work ahead and then
Keep worrying about it.

"Just buckle up and buckle inQuit worrying about it.
By work, not worry, you will winQuit worrying about it.
A task is easy once begun;
It has its labor and its fun;
So grab a hold and do it ,SonQuit worrying about it."
Author Unknown

MORE MILK FOR HEALTH
The students of Southern Junior College
are blessed by an abundance of good food.
Probably the most important item on the
menu is a good supply of rich milk from a
splendid herd of forty tested jersey cows.
This milk is c11red for at the College Dairy,
which has recently been equipped with a
new cooling system .
Throughout the histcry of the world, milk
has been an important item of food for people of all nations and all ages. Probably
there is no other food so complete in itself
and that will go so far in making up deficiencies in other foods. Probably no other food
is so economical when considered from the

standpoint of food v11lue in proportion to
cost. In addition to this, milk contains a
large <~mount of calcium. This makes it an
important factor in the preservation of the
teeth.
The College is endeavoring to furnish
good milk for its students. Health authorities tell us that every adult should drink at
least a pint of milk a day in order to maintllin
good health. There is no reason why any
student at Collegedale can not do this. In
addition to milk there is a good supply of
fresh butter, cottage cheese, and buttermilk.
It is hoped that the efforts of the College to
provide good food will result in a high
degree of good health among the student
body.

SOUTHLAND SCROLL
SCHOOL DEBTS (Continued)
person who owes ~ school bill to feel the
Sdme edrnest dttitude towdrd life thdt one
does who is square with the world. He is
at d standstill so fdr dS going dhead with his
educdtion is concerned. Becduse of the
mut.udl arrdngement between dll of our institutions, it is not supposed thdt dn individual
will trdnsfer from one school to Mother
unti I his previous bills dre tdken cdre of.
One verse in the Bible sdys, "Grdcious
women retdin honor, dnd strong men retdin
riches." This is certdinly true. Some people
<lppdrently hdve not the talent of making
money, much less the dbility to keep it.
A cross section of humanity passes through
~e treasurer's office dlmost every ddy. Two
students mdy come to the Cdmpus dt the
Sdme time, under the Sdme circumstdnces.
One goes up findncidlly; the other goes
down. Another state111ent from the wise
mdn Sdys, "The hdnd of the diligent shdll
bedr rule." Our time, and in f~ct, our
whole life experience, is mdde up of minute
items. One person Sdves his time, perfonns
his tdsks fdithfully, insists on hdving continuous employment, is Cdreful with his expenditures, prdctices self-conYol in the m~tter of
his medls, looks dfter his clothing, dnd in
every WdY controls his progrdm with a strong
hdnd. He usudlly Cdrries d full course of
studies, m~kes good grddes, develops into
one of the fedders in the student body, dnd
eventudlly tdkes his pldce in life, wellequipped dnd well-sedsoned, dble not only
to bedr his own burdens, but to help bedr
the burdens of others. Another takes time
off for pledsure, dllows the smdllest interferences to cut down on his hours of eMning,
indulges his dppetite, hds d good time with
the fellows, dnd winds up in debt, c~nd
eventuilly h11s to leave the school. Both
individuals have the same opportunities. One
<1

Some of your ills you hdve cured;
All of the11 you hc~ve survived;
But what torment of pain you've endured

For the ills that never arrived."

3

is strong; the other is not. One develops a
strong chardcter; the other becomes less
dependdble. One reAects honor on his
parents; the ot her becomes anincredsing
perplexity.
Solomon, dfter much experience, dlso
decldred, "The borrower is servant to the
lender." Nothing. quite equdls being selfSI:lpporting-golng forward under one's own
power. The trouble with mdny a youth
today is thdt he is not willing to screw the
iOVernor right down hdrd on his Wdnts. He
can not stdnd to be thought conservdtivs:, to
say nothing of miserly or penurious.
Now-bdck to the school dccounts. The
heaviest drdin thdt dll of our institutions
hdve is the non-pdyment of legitimdte school
bills. The rates dS published in the cdlendar
dre dS redSOMble dS the school Bodrd Cdn
figure out, and when d student spends d
number of lionths on the Cdmpus, is housed,
fed, taught, his hedlth looked after, dnd his
clothes washed, the school should certainly
be remunerdted for this service.
So111e
people seem to think that by some mysterious
way the Lord's institution will get along.
There is nothing mysterious about the bills
that the school has to pay. They hdve to be
met in the coin of the redlm, dnd thdt prompt!;.
There is enough money due Southern Junior
College from unpdid student dccounts accumuldted through the pdst few yedrs to erect
d mdjor building on the cdmpus. Some hdve
felt thdt the present ddministrdtion is unusually severe in requiring that students go
forwdrd on a sound findncidl bdsis. We dre
only endedvoring to be good stewards of
the Lord's institution. If enyonz who reads
this article owes d just dccount to Southern
Junior College, we earnestly dSk that this
obligdtion be pl~ced on the preferred I ist
for pdyment.
Fred L. Green, Tre.isurer

The mdn who hds done less than his best,
has done nothing.
The mdn who has done his best,
has done everytbing.

SOUTHLAND
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NEWS IN BRIEF

SCROLL

Last week the broom shop boys went on
their c!nnuc!l picnic to Lake Ocoee. The
water was fine c1nd the boating was real fun
The picnic supper served in the evening was
thoroughly enjoyed and wc1s sufficient to
satisfy the hungriest boy present.
Miss Ellen Lundquist stopped c~t Colleg.dale for a brief visit c!S she passed through
on her way to Floridc1, where she will
work in the office of the Florida Sc!nitc!rium.
The stone wc~ll, which will extend from
the corner of the girls' dormitory down the
hill past Professor Miller's house, is nearly
finished. When this work is done, the paving
of the campus roc!d will begin.
The dormitories are Filling rc!pidly as new
students arrive and old students return to
prepare for the new school year. Recent
arrivals are: Helen Lundy, Marvin Midkiff,
Mildred Mize, William Alvarez, Leonard
Bratcher, Winifred Craig, Irene Fayard, Sara
F ranees Hooper, Marjorie Johnson.

Mr. and Mrs. F. 0. Rathbun, who ~re
formerly connected with the printing depdrtment at Collegedale, have accepted a call
to the Bahama Islands. They plan to sail
from Miami, Florida, the First week in September, and will locate in Nassau. Mr.
Rathbun will be Treasurer of the Bahamas
Mission and will have charge of the Book
and Bible House.
Fu~<~eral services for Mrs. H. M. Byrd
were held in the College chapel on Sunday
afternoon, August 20.
Miss Myrtle Maxwell is spending • few
days c1t the College before lec~ving for
California, where she will take up her
duties as Normal Director at Pc~cific Union
College.
Elder and Mrs. Alton Hughes and their
two children hc!ve been spending " few
dc!YS visiting Dean and Mrs. Johnson. They
are here on furlough from China, where
they have worked for many yec~rs. Sc!bbc~th
morning during the eleven o'clock hour,
Elder Hughes talked to us of the blessed
hope of Seventh-day Adventists and related
SC'rtile thr:lling experiences connected with
his W®rk in China.
Wcrd comes of the wedding of Anne! May
Thompson and Arthur Hc~ll in Jacksonville,
f Iori de!, August 20.
Also, we hc1ve been told thc1t Naomi
Dalrymple and Woodrow Wilson were recently mcmied in North Carolina.

would steal it, however, for separated from
the library for which it was made, it would
be worthless.
It is quite humc!n to wish thc1t one might
be c!ble to use a book without the "red
tape" of hc~ving it chc~rged out. However,
it is absolutely necessc1ry for us to maintc~in
a strict circulc~tion routine if we are to keep
trc1ck of c1 book (in fc1ct, if we are to keep it
in the possession of the library at all) and
hc~ve it avc~ilable for the next person who
wc1nts to use it. Our whole desire is to
make it just as easy as possible to use our
books, but we must hold on to them if we
are to helve c!ny for use.
Our restrictions are not rec~lly serious, c1nd
on our shelves we plc!ae at the student's free
cor.mand a collection of books worth at
their replacement value between twelve and
twenty-five thousand dollars and containing
resources of wisdom and knowledge of a
vc~lue simply incalculc!ble.
S. D. Brown, Librc~ric~n.

A horse must ~e "broke" before it will
work. Some people are the same way.

"Good Luck" is just a lazy man 's estimc1te
of a fi!lhter' s success.

AT YOUR SERVICE (Continued)
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Collegedale, Tenneu. . ,September6, 1939

I
RETROSPECT AND PROSPECT
This articlf: is being written the last day
of our summer vacation. Tomorrow, September 4, Labor Day, Southern Junior College opens for the school year, 1939-40.
Thus, we are standing squarely on the
dividing line between a busy and successful
summer and the opening of an auspicious
school year. It is an appropriate time to
review the work of the waning summer and
to cast a glance at things to come.
Today is not only an important dc~y locally
but it is a day of great historical significance
-the day when "the second world war"
began. This morning Britain declared war
upon Germany for violation of the politicc~l
and territorial integrity of Poland. France
followed suit within a few hours. So tonight sev~ral of the leading nc~tions of the
world are locked in a titanic struggle. It is
just twenty-five years, I believe, since the
Battle of the Marne, one of the fiercest
fights of the World War. It is a little less
than twenty-one yec~rs since the conclusion
of the last struggle between the Allied nations c~nd the Central powers. We recall
the shibboleths that urged us on and buoyed
our hopes during the last world war-that
it was a" war to end wars" 1 that it was
fought "to make the world safe for democracy", that at its conclusion "a new era of
universal brotherhood and understand ing
and cooperation and sympc!thy" would be
ushered in.
Many thoughtful observers
question whether civilization, as we now
conceive it, can stand another world war.
So it is with grave sobriety, earnestness of
attitude, resoluteness of purpose, and com-

plete consecration that we begin another
year of school.
It has been a good summer-one of the
best, perhaps, that Southern Junior College
has ever enjoyed. We were encouraged
when we heard Brother Green, our treasurer, state that in his thirty-five years of management of our educational institutions he
had never seen a more successful summer's
financial and industrial program than Southern Junior College has enjoyf:d during
this vacation perod. First, we had the
largest summer school in the history of the
College. To more than a score of church
school teachers were added over fifty young
people-summer workers at the College.
Nin~successful weeks of school work were
completed by these seventy-five. Our farm
and dairy enjoyed a good season. Each one
of our industries had a heavy program of
work, and some have had to expand to care
for a constantly growing business.
Take the broom shop, for instance. Last
year we added a large addition, doubling
the Roor space. We invested in an automatic stitcher costing more than a thousand
dollars. But orders have swept in until our
board this summer authorized a further expansion, and the addition of another thousand
dollar power stitcher, which will increase
our output by one-third and which will give
employment to ten or twelve more boys. I ·
believe it is commonly admitted that Southern Junior College is producing the best
broom in this area.
The print shop has enjoyed a good summer's business. The hosiery mill is swamped
with orders until they are forced to cc~ncel
(Continu ed on pc~ge 2)
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SOUTHLAND SCROLL

EDITORIAL
HOW TO CHOOSE A CAREER
This time of yedr, when we stMt the new school term and decide whc~t our curriculum
shdll be, is the time when it is most necessary thdt we know what our goal is. Our selection
of d course depends upon the cdreer we hdve chosen. Mc~ny students, however, foolishly
wait until they are well along toward graduation to mdke up their minds what they Wdnt to
do, and then wake up, only to rec~lize too late that something is lacking, altho the variety
cmd mixture of technology and theory may be unlimited.
Some of the funddmentdl points in choosi ng " career dre: choose d field in which you Me
interested ; consider your abilities dnd d ifficulties along that line; consider your personc~lity
-do you like to meet the public and do you mc~ke friends E:dsily?-in whc~t type of people
dre you most interested, children or adults? Even your size and weight is d weighty mc~tten
for exdmp le, a chc~rminglc~ss of five feet nine mc~y not fit so well dS d model in d dep artment
store, nor would d sturdy young lc~dy of two hundred pounds qudlify with the regulations
for a hostess on d modern c~irship. Choose work thdt will pldce you in the best climdte dnd
dtmosphere where you Cdn pc~rtake of health'sdbunddnt sources. Choose from fields thdt ME:
not alrec~dy overcrowded if possible, or you mdy grddudte from college to find thdt you dre
only a nuisance to the public in trying to get work. See if there dre possibilities of promotion dnd whc~t your remunerdtions will be-money, self-grc~tificdtion, good to others.
Do not hesit~te to begin today to work towdrd d godl. Begin with the mdterial dt hdnd,
regdrdless of its stated roughness, c~nd you will succeed in the end.
Mildred Hust

RETROSPECT AND PROSPECT (Cont.)
some.
The woodwork shop is working
dway steadily, dt present behind in orders to.
the extent of $1,200.
Our school auditor informed us in June,
when he completed his dnnudl dudit, thdt
our collections from students c~nd from the
business firms with whom we dec~ I amounted
to ninety-seven percent for the pdst fiscd I
year. Generdl Conference policy permits
a fifteen per cent loss in collections.
The
previous yedr we collected one hundred
three percent of c~ll dccounts, which medns,
of course, thdt we collected considerdble on
old dccounts. An institution the size of
Southern Junior College cdn edsily lose
mdny tflOUSdnds of dollc~rs annually by being
Cdreless with respect to collections. Good
business mandgement dictates d conservc~tive
policy in collections as well dS in purchdses
and dll other fiscal mdtters.
At the present time our campus rodd is
being pdved with stdnddrd mc~teridls to d
width of 18 feet- d need that hc~s existed

since the College was founded 23 yedrs dgo.
During dll this time we hc~ve lived in dust dnd
mud, dS this Cdmpus roc~d, 3,200 feet
long, pdsses immedidtely in front cf our
major bui ldings.
This paving wi!l be a
gredt convenience as well dS d definite sc~n
itc~ry medsure, and will add immeasurdbly to
the dppedrdnce of our Cdmpus. I am glad to
say thdt we hdve the necessary $6,000 on
hand with which to pc!y for the paving as
soon dS the work is finished. We hope to
develop other cc~mpus improvements just dS
rdpidly dS time dnd money permit. During
the pdst year we hdve built on the Cdmpus
more thdn d mile of stone wdlls to stop erosion dnd to improve the c~ppearance of the
ldndscdpe.
We Me concluding the summer with dll
bills paid dnd with money in the bank. This
hds endbled us to invest $7,000 cash in
broom corn. During the month of August
this industry did the biggest business of dny
one shop in the history of Southern Junior
College-the mdnufdcture dnd sale of
(Continued on page 4)

SOUTHLAND SCROLL

STUDENT REGISTER
As the SCROLL goes to press, registrc!tion is not yet completed. However, the
list of students who have enrolled for the
dcademy 11nd college up to the present
time c~re as follows:

Alabama
Cecil Petty, Mc~ry Lewis, Mildred Mize,
Betty Nordan, Cc~rl Smith, Clarence Trawick, Burgess Goodbrc~d, Max Loftin, Van
Cockrell, Harland McClure, Charles Frederick.
Arkansas
Nadine F11nt, Helen Miller, Cl11rence Blue,
Mc~rjorie Morgdn, T. J. Shelton, Lawrence
Scc~les, J. H. Whisenant.
Colorado
Laveta Null, Winifred Davison, Robert Davison.
Florida
Lois Bowen, Wallene Woodward, Pc!uline
Underwood, Bob Ward, John D. Irwin,
Hubert Irwin, Irving Ranger, Esther Carterette, Ruth Carterette, Helen Chumley,
Rivers Hall, Bernice Hasty, Mary E. Murray,
Alta Parker, Lorabel Peavy, Jimmie Roberts,
Joe Soule, Mc~rtha Soule, Norma Russ,
Edward Rutledge, Talietha Belz, William
Dosher, Walter Brown, William Mdsker,
Geneva Ray, Edna Walker, Velma Remedy,
Josephine Platner, Alta Burch, Sherman Ho(..
land, Harold Pervis, David Magoon, Rebecca Rutledge, Paul Gaver, Winnifred Craig,
Eleanor Jean Spencer, Helen Lundy, Clyde
Gordon, Jack Sheddan, Frank Brown, Jessie
Drake, Gene Cherry, Leon11rd Bratcher,
Maurice Felts, Kathryn Roper, Esther Bloomster, Perry Priest, Kathryn Dortch, Mattie
Mae C11rter, William Kiker, Reid Cheek,
Darrel Chisholm, Dougl~s Plyer, Charles
Plyer.
Georgia
Curtis Arnold, Ouinnette Maxwell, Evelyn
Britt, Nellie Smith, Dorothy Bradley, LaVerne Byrd, Madeirah Murphy, Brook Summerour, George Tolhurst, James Douglas,
Eunice Edgmon, Lillian Thomas, Stanley
Schleifer, Eldine Allen, Grover Edgmon,
Vernon Hale, Edgar Howard, Sue Summerour,
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Indiana
Vearl Jordan, Susie Maxson, Wayne Byers,
Ruth Bailey, Frieda ClcSrk, Evan Richards.
Kentucky
Nellie Stewart, Marlys All, Mary Fogg.
Louisiana
Opal Johnson.
Maryland
Irene Fayard, Elizabeth Chrisman, Raymond
Manudl, Robert Fries.
Mississippi
Floy Brooks, Grantham Oakes, Charlotte
Robison, Glennis Lindsey, Juc~nitc~ Mc!thieu,
J. C. Stewdrt, GrcScie Beaube, M<!ggie Lee
Holmes, Lois McKee, Thyra Bowen, Chas.
Brannigan, Milton Norrell, Victor Norrell,
Harvey Bowen, Bernice Davis, Ferrell McMc!han, Hoyt Hendershot, Raymond Mc~thieu,
Vdughn Westermeyer, Evelyn Shivers, Roland Shorter.
Mi•nesota
William Ferguson, Wallace Lighthall.
Missouri
John Elam.
Michigan
Esther Brassington, Mond Sands, John Bugbee, Russell Smc!lley.
New Mexico
Opal Hust, Mildred Hust, Austin Hust.
New Jersey
Jeanette Guild
North Carolina
Leonard King, Sallie Walsh, Carl Watson,
Howard Pike, HubertAnderson,Sdm Young,
Norman Crews, Jacob Atkins, James Godfrey, Ruby Tripp, Lucille Knight, Dorothy
Woodall, Mrs. Hubert Anderson.
Ohio
John Spangler, Clifton Chilson, James
Hiser, Harold Bec~ver, Clc~rence Beach,
John Palmer, Rolland Woofter.
South Carolina
Wayne Satterfield.
Texas
Betty Botts
Tennessee
Miriam Jdcobs, Hazel Jaynes, Mrs. Beatrice
Halvorsen, Marvin Midkiff, James Cunningham, Kathryn Shropshire, Dorothy Kelly,

(Continued on page 4)
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RETROSPECT AND PROSPECT (Conl)
$7,350 worth of brooms ~nd mops.
We h~ve many opportunities to tell the
public ~bout Southern Junior College. I
was invited during the summer to tell of our
pl~ns for student self-help to one hundred
c~nd fifty educators at the South's leading
tec~cher' s college. The result has been thc1t
m~ny of these men and women have expressed a desire and a determinati·on to
visit our institution at an ec~rly date. The
dean of one of the South's well-known
denominational colleges told me that a
delegation from his institution would like
to spend several days with us. The Civitc~n
Club in Chattanooga has asked for "The
Story ot Southern Junior Co llege" <!t their
next weekly luncheon.
Mc~ny inquiries
have come to us from c~ll pc1rts of the country
as the result of articles in religious and
seculc~r journals concerning the provisions
for student aid c1t our institution.
I am glc~d to say that the outlook was
never brighter for Southern Junior College.
For severe~! days before the beginning of
school, our dormitories have been prc!ctically full. The problem now is where to
plc~ce all the incoming students.
Our
teachers have returned from their vacations
c1nd from their graduc!te study in colleges
c~nd universities, full of enthusiasm and devotion to their work. All indications point to
a banner yec1r. We c1re encouraged as we
face the future. We are determi ned to
meet God's plc1n in ed ucation. To this end
we consecrate ourselves c!nd ask for the
prayers and support of our friends and pc!trons.
J . C. Thompson.

STUDENT REGISTER (Conl )
Robert Stewart, Mc~ry Frc~nces Y c~tes, Clelf
Franklin, Bruce Esteppe, Ross Hughes, Thelma Grc~ham, Kenneth Rc~y, Emory Rogers, Rc~y
Rogers, Edwin<! Smith, June Snide, Ervin
Stewc~rt, Evelyn Stewc~rt, Donald West, Ben
W heeler, Irene Zelmer, La Verta Fickess,
Lillie Belle Rosel, Beatrice Keith, M~ry
Cowdrick, Kc~therine Roberts, Sarc1h Hooper,
Annie Mc1e Chc~mbers, Lorc~ Miller, Alma
Chc1mbers, Mrs. Hc~zel Snide, Lorrc~ine
Davis, Helen Pc!rk, Jessie Reiber, Marjorie
Johnson, Clifford Ludington, Esther Briggs,
Louis Ludington, Melvin W aldron, Louise
Mclarty, Olive Ford, Jc~mes Ford, Dorothy
Kaneaster, Ruth Risetter, John Rely, Eddc1
Dc!vis, Betty Jane Swafford, Ratie Mae
Haughey,Mc~ry Louise Horne, Helen Wrenn,
Inez Dowlen, Rollin Snide, Betty Jan!"
Phelps, Melva Sanders, Glenn Stc~rkey,
Valda Hickman, William Alvc~rez, Oliver
Ballard, Kenneth Boynton, Florence Follis,
Betty Jane Halvorsen, Harold Miller,
Miriam Moore, Mc~ry Morris, Wm. Nix,
Florence Dye, Ralston Hooper, George
Hooper, George Verlie Fuller, lrc1 Wheeler, Forest Halvorsen, Jesse Johnson.

Virginia
Lewis Grc~y, Georgette Damon, Robert
Dc~mon, Fred Minner, Wendell Minner,
Glc~dys Purdie, Norman Neff.

Washington, D. C.
Betty Jean Thomc~s

W est Virginia
Elizabeth Joiner,
French.

Ben French, Fredoni<!

Canada
J . A. Sands, Willic~m Sands.

Cuba
Amalia H ernandez
Australia
V c~ferie Knight
Up to the present time forty-five have
enrolled in the normc~l training school.
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AN APPEAL
For many yedrs past, the rapid growth of
mission work at home and abroad has done
much to speed the progress of civilization.
The desire to reach out and help others has
been one of the distinguishing characteristics
of Christianity, and has probably been responsible for more real development-spiritually, physically, and mentally-throughout
the world than any other one factor in the
history of the human race. We are beginning
school this year in the face of a world situation that calls for this kind of unselfish service, perhaps to an unprecedented degree.
The world is plead ing for help. Much
that has been done in the past is now being
destroyed, and the need for replacement
is great. From war areas corr.es the call
for hospit~ls to replace those that have been
destroyed, for schools to replace those that
have been bombed, and for teachers, doctors, and nurses to minister to the needs of
the homeless and helpless. From Africa
and other far dway places come pleas for
doctors and nurses to heal their diseases,
to teach them to care for their children,
and to bring in the treatment that they have
heard of for the cure of leprosy and other
terrible maladies, from which we in enlightened America are almost wholly free. That
is not all. From our own country comes
the call of young people for an education
to fit them to bear the ever-increasing burdens of life, and for hospitals and missionary nurses and doctors to care for those
who are struggling in the tightening grip
of poverty. To us comes the call and the
opportunity to serve our fellowmen in a
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tangibre way in the face of desperate need.
In dnswer to this call, the annudl worldwide Harvest lngdthering campa ign for the
support of home and foreign missions is
once more being indugurated.
This campaign has long been a part of
the yearly program of Southern Junior College. A true Christian education includes
the training of heart, as well as of head
and hand. A Christian education is not
complete that fails to teach those who receive it to feel the needs of humanity, and
with the feeling, to lend tangible help.
Thus each year, just after the opening of
school, the Southern Junior College enters into this campaign for the promotion
of world welfare work. The students tdke
part heartily. In spite of the fact that most
of the young people are carrying heavy
school and work programs, and many are
dependent on their own earn ings, they respond whole-hedrtedly to the ca ll to service
and scatter to the highways and byways,
presenting to those whom they meet the
gredt need of the world and offering to
them the opportunity to give of their own
means to help. As they go, they pass out
literature that will help and encourage those
who receive it; they take advantage of
opportunities to speak and pray with those
who Me discouraged; and in all, engage
in a period of active Christian help work
that gives them the joy of service at the same
time that it blesses those whom they meet.
The work is well organized. The money
that is collected is used for the purpose
for which it is given. It all goes into one
large fund and is distributed to those places
-Continued on page 4-
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EDITORIAL
OUR NEW ROAD
The highways of the world are symbols of the progress and initiative of the nations who
build them. Likewise, we here at Southern Junior College are convinced that the new
rodd just completed on the campus is symbolic of the progress dnd success thdt this school
promises to have in the Future. All will agree that the new road was drastically needed
and could not hdve been completed at a more appropriate time. It is the outstanding improvement in a mdterial way this year. Having had experience in janitor work, I know
whereof I speak when I make the statement that this group of workers has been vastly benefited dnd aided in its work, dside from all the other benefits derived from the completion
of this long contempl.,ted project. It practically elimindtes the dread of the clean-up crew;
ndmely, dust, and the other extreme, mud. This means a vast improvement in the appedrdnce of the whole grounds. Thus it is that, as we so often find, it is not only the d irect benefits of d commendable endeavor that make it desirable, but dlso its effects and inAuence.
The new road does much to add to the scenic value and enhance the beauty of the already improved appearance of Southern Junior College. But its chief value lies in the objective for which it was intended, motor traffic. Those who own cars have reason, in view
of past experience with the old rodd, to appreciate this improvement very much. Nor is
this confined only to those who own vehicles, but is equally applicable to those who walk
and heretofore have done so while gasping in the wake of some speeding driver.
This new road symbolizes the spirit of progress and achievement th11t has made Southern
Junior College what it is today. It symbolizes the efforts of this school to smooth out the
rough, harsh elements in the chardcters and in the individual experiences of its students,
1
11nd in the surroundings of our college. It symbolizes the determination of our school to
press eve; onward to better things. If we, as students, can part<1ke of this determination,
our road through life will tend to become smooth and attractive and edsy to tr<lvel, r<1ther
r<1ther than rough, dusty, and discourdging.
Maurice Hall.

THROUGH THE EYES O F
A NEW STUDENT
Upon our 4rrival in Chattanooga, we
were filled with dnticipation. We were
anxious to see Southern Junior College, the
school we had heard so much dbout. The
drive out to the College WdS a bedutiful
one. The rolling hills and mountains, the
winding road dmid evergreens and fresh
green foliage seemed to call us from the
noisy city life to il school of God's own
pldnting in the midst of His handiwork.
Finally we rounded the last curve, dnd there
b~fore us was Southern Junior College.
Yes, there was the girls· dormitory with its
Sp<lcious porches, the neat-looking administr<ltion building, the print shop, and finally
All nations smile in the same language.

the boys' dormitory. Amid these pedceful
surroundings we were to live during the
coming school year.
We girls were met by a very gracious,
yet dignified dean of women. She took
us through the dormitory, showing us such
pldces as the little red and white kitchenette,
and the cozy p<~rlor with its soft drapes,
shaded lights, comfortdble chairs, and radio.
Then, finally, we were shown to our own
rooms. With such a good dean and such
a nice dormitory, we were sure Southern
Junior College was lhe plc1ce for us. The
boys, we are told, were received just i!S
cordidlly as were the girls. Our President
and 11ll our teachers as well as the entire
student body mdde us feel thdt we were
welcome.
A kind act is " good seed sown.

SOUT H LA ND SC ROLL
Now that we are settled and have become
acquainted with the school, we find that
Southern Junior College hcls strong departments for those who plan to become physicians, nurses, teachers, secretaries, ministers,
or to follow other lines of work. In addition
there are other departments, offering cultural development for the students and promoting student activities. The music department not only gives training in piano and
voice, but sponsors such orgclnizations as
the church choir, men's and women's choruses, and an orchestra. We also have been
impressed with the opportunities offered the
students to earn a good share of their expenses.
Taking all in all, we are proud of our
school, and are very glad to be members
of the big college family.
Fredonia French.

Myrtle Maxwell is now Normal Director
at Pclcifk Union College, Professor F. 0.
Rittenhouse is principal of the academy of
Washington Missionary College, and Professor R. W. Woods is hecld of the science
department at Atlantic Union College. M1ss
Olga Oaklc:md is pursuing the nurses' course
at Glendale, Cal., and Miss Anne Brooke
is head of the business and English departments of a htgh school in Georgia.
Where a number of the academiC seniors
are located is unknown, but quite a few
are taking up their college work here.
Among these are C. W. Beach, Thyra
Bowen, Altcl Burch, Annie Mae Chambers,
James Cunningham, Nadine Fant, Forest Halvorsen, Valda Hickman, Clifford Ludington,
David Magoon, and Ira Wheeler.

WELCOMING THE NEW STUDENTS

Those students who this time last yeclr
were deeply plunged, even as we now
clre, into the whirl of studies and other
school activities, but who now count themselves among the alumni, are this year
SCdttered far clnd wide. Some are pursuing
their studies at higher institution~; others
have taken jobs and are applying their
knowledge.
Irvin Schroader and P. J. Moore are at
Pacific Union College, and Louis Waller
at Lorna Linda, in Ccllifornia; Katherine
Chambers c:md Wallace Wellman are attending Washington Missionary College; and
Byron Lighthall is at Union College. Inez
Beck is teaching business at Fletcher, N. C.,
Maxine Follis is teaching church school at
Lexington, Ky., Alyce lvey at WinstonSalem, N. C., and Margarete Seilaz at Knoxville, Tenn. Jean H<~dley is working in
the conference office at Charlotte, N. C.,
and Clarence Newman is working in AsheVille.
Even members of last year's taculty are
in opposite ends of the country.
Miss

If receptions and cordial handshakings and
hearty speeches of welcome have anything
to do with it, the many new students feel
thoroughly at home by now. At the annual
Faculty-Student Reception held Saturday
night, September 9, the warm hand of welcome was extended to them not once, but
mc:my times, as the entire faculty lined up
to meet the students who passed by, who
in turn joined the line to meet the rest
By the time the last students had left their
chapel seats the line wound out the chapel
doors, 'round through the lobby and down
the halls, and back into the chapel again.
In the program which followed, speeches
of welcome were made by Professor Miller,
in charge, President Thompson, Mr. Green,
and Miss Jones, who, beginning her twentythird year here, is perhaps best qualified
to extend such a welcome. A vocal solo
by Louis Ludington, featured the program.
The Old-New Student Reception was
held Saturday night, September 16, beginning with a program in the chapel, with
John D. Irwin as master of ceremonies. He
introduced Roland Shorter, who gave the
greeting of welcome on behalf of the old
students, and Bunny Plyer, who responded

All those who pass through the door of
success find it labeled, "Push "
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NEWS IN BRIEF . . .
Joshi Jotatsu Kai girls' club, long organized for the enjoyment of residents of North
Hall, elected its officers for the First semester
of the new school yeM at its First meeting
Thursday night. The following were chosen:
President-Tui Knight, M assachusetts
Vi,.e-president- Nellie Jane Smith, Ga.
Secretary- Opal Johnson, Louisiana
Treasurer- Helen Lundy, Florida
Critic- Fredonia French, West Virginia
Pianist- Miriam Jacobs, Tennessee
To be added to the long list of wedd ings
of former S. J. C. students this summer are
these: ..
Helen Gdtes, of Warren, Pa. to James
C hambers, of Collegedale, August 27. Mr.
C hambers, class of '36, will be laboratory
instructor at W. M. C. this year.
Ruth Davis, of Atlanta, to John Goodbrad,
of Collegeda le, class of '38, on August 25.
Mildred Mize, of Birmingham, to Irvin
Graham, formerly of Birmingham, on September 9.
Pearl Davis, of Memphis, to Arturo Perez,
of Havana, Cuba, on September 10.
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being Dorothy Bradley, Dilvid Magoon, Jack
Shedt:lan, and Paul Gaver.
The Ministerial Seminar had its first meeting of the year Friday night, September 15,
with its new officers in charge. These are:
Leader- James Mcleod
Assistant- Dorothy Woodall
Secretuy- Opal Hust
Chorister- Lewis Gray
Pianist- M rs. Marie Oakes

WELCOME (Continued)
for the new students. Musical selections
were given by Louis and Clifford Ludi ngton,
Donald West, and Brooke Summerour, comprising a string quartet; Rebecca Rutledge,
and Paul Gaver. Readings were given by
Dorothy Woodall, Thad Bugbee, and Jack
Plyer. Moving pictures of the campus taken
by President Thompson last spring were
shown by him.
Fo llowing the program, all marched to
the Yellow House lawn, where in the light
of Japanese lanterns strung about, a more
tangible welcome was extended in the form
of pie, ice cream, and punch.

AN APPEAL (Continued)

Edith Cone and Mildred Bradley are formerS. J. C. students listed among the graduates of the Orlando School of Nursing
this week. Several students here plan to
attend the grad uation exercises, among them

throughout the world field where it is most
needed. Those who engage in the work
of solicitation donate their services, therefore the money is not used for salaries for
such individua ls.
And so we would say to our readers,
if you are approached in the interest of
this work, you will understand what it is.
We hope that you will respond heartily.
If, by any chance, you would like to make
your donation directly through the Southern
Junior College by mail, that may be done.
Just inclose your check in an envelope and'
address it to the Southland Scroll, Co ll egedale, Tennessee, and mark it to be used
for Harvest Ingathering. We will appreciate your hearty support.

Faith must be used to keep its vitality.
No faith can survive long with the sleeping
sickness.

A lthough the world may owe every man
a living, only the persistent coll ector gets
it.
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TRIANGLE CLUB ENTERTAINS
JOSHI JOTA TSU KAI
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WHY I CAME TO S. J. C.

A number of our students, here this year
Monddy eve:ning, Octobe:r 9, the: Trifor the first time, were 11sked to write a
dngle: club entertdined Joshi Jotdtsu Kdi
few lines for the Scroll covering the followin the college chapel with " program featuring points: (d) the reason why I chose
ing string music, readings, " voc11l solo 11nd
S. J . C. dS my school, (b) my choice of a
Vdrious other talent of the: Tridngle club.
future vocdtion for which I dr.l hoping to
Ch11rles Plyer, president of the boys' club,
prepdre, (c) one specific thing concerning
11cted 11s master of ceremonies. President
S. J . C. thdt hds impressed me favordbly
Plyer welcomed the members of the girls'
since I 11rrived here.
club dnd dnnounced th11t the evening's
program would be broadcast to the listeners.
"I am attending college because I wished
The proqrdm was dS follows:
to acquire knowledge thdt would endble
String. Ouartette
me to incredse my earning power-that is
Louis 11nd Clifford Ludington
beyond ·the point I had reached so far in
Brooke Summerour-Donald West
·my experience as a worker. Southern Junior
Scripture Re11ding and Prayer
Carl Smith · College seemed best suited to my purpose
Vocal Solo
I Love You Truly bece~use of its self-help opportuniti~s and
Charles Keymer
its religious background. Journalism is my
Perry Priest choice of a future vocdtion. Since e~rriving
Reading
Paul Gaver here, I h11ve been impressed with the spirit
Hawaiidn Gu itdr Solo
Thad Bugbee of cooperation between the fdculty dnd the
Reading
String Quartette
students both in the pursuit of suitable
Louis dnd Clifford Ludington
work and in individual problems of class
Brooke Summerour-Donald West
work." - Stephen M. Bailey.

..

THIRTEENTH SABBATH OFFERING
REACHES $123, SEPT. 30
Sabbdth, the Collegedale Sabb.,th school
under the leadership of Mrs. Fred L. Green,
the superintendent, went over the top of
its goal of $100 with a Thirteenth Sc~bbath
offering of $123.
The record for the corresponding qudrter
of last yedr shows thdt the offering was $54.
This make:s an incredse of ·nearly $70 over
-Continued on page 4-

"College! Where should it be? S. J . C.
seemed the most logiCdl, as well as likeable.
Things worked out very favo()!bly; so college
life for me bege~n at Collegedale. I found
Southern Junior to be a good place to
take my pre-nursing course, as well as a
little secretdridl and music work dS side:lines.
The Christian atmosphere, the teachers'
kindly help, and the good sportm11nship of
the students have all helped to mdke S.J.C.
d ' grand place to be.' "-Lois Bowen.
-Continued on page 3-
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EDITORIAL
DO YOUR BEST
Are you doing your best? This is a question which concerns every one of us.
am not asking if you are having success because "not failure, but low aim is crime." It is
the high goal which is marked out and the intense striving to reach it that makes a man worth
while. He may fail once, but if he is made of the real stuff, he will rise again with a still
higher dim and a greater determination to reach it. Better far is it to set your goal above
the clouds and after doing the best that you can, come a little short of it them to have your
goal at the tree tops and reach it when with more striving you could have soared far beyond
those heights.
The school year of 1939 and 1940 is well begun. How are you relating· yourself to
it? If you have begun well, keep it up; if not, start now. Every one cannot attain to the
highest place, but everyone should do the best that he can. The dngels in heaven could
do no more. God knows your ability, and He knows when you fall short of what you are
able to do. He only asks of you your best. "Whatsoever thy hand Rndeth to do, do it with
thy might."
In all things do your best-whether it be washing dishes or working in the wood
shop or working in the Hosiery mill or playing football or studying your lessons. Put your
whole self into whatever you do. "If a thing is worth doing at all, it is worth doing well."
As this yedr rolls on, will you not take as your d11ily motto: "If you can not be a star just
be d glow worm, but be the best of wh<1tever you <~re."
Annie Mae Chambers.

SHORTY FINDS ALL THINGS WORK
TO GETHER FOR GOOD
· The Reid secretary had a long w<1it while
Shorty climbed a mountain with which he
had become familiar earlier in the summer.
After delivering a book to Mr. C<1rver,
Shorty went in search of Mr. Sellers, who
had ordered a Bible. He met an old man
with a long beard.
"Are you looking for Austin Sellers?"
the mountaineer inquired.
"Yes, sir,·• the boy replied.
"Wal, I'll take you to him."
Shorty followed the man without <~sking
any questions. The boy's Rrst impression
of fear came as the old man stopped by the
barn and brought out a long shot gun.
This he shouldered, and the boy following,
they started down the tr<1il 11nd soon entered
a stretch of dense, dark woods. The boy's
attempts at conversation were met only by
mutterings.
The situ<1tion looked quite
serious. For once this brave colporteur h11d

misgivings as to whether he would get out
of these woods safely, and wondered what
the Reid secretary WCIS thinking of his long
delay.
Soon they heard the sound of an axe
ringing in the distance, <1nd a few minutes
later they came upon Mr. Sellers busily
felling trees.
"Well, I've come with this good Bible
we promised you," said Shorty as cheerfully
CIS he could.
"You've Cc!ught me at the wrong time,"
was the reply, the meaning of which was
quite clear to the young colporteur.
Without Clny suggestion from the other
two, and to the boy's dmdzement, the old
man reached down into his pocket dnd
handed the surprised young colporteur
$2.50, the full price of the Bible.
Then with a twinkle in his eye which
quite surpri$ed the boy as he recdlled the
old man's glum silence the past few minutes
during their walk through the woods, the
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old mountc~ineer chuckled c1nd sc~id, "Aus'
sure needs that Bible."
lec~ving his guide near the spot where
they Arst met, Shorty hurried down the
mountc~in trail to join the waiting field
secretc~ry. His hec~rt was full of joy liS he
repeated slowly to himself, "All things
work together for good."
Wc~lter Echols, Jr.
Note: The c~bove sketch is based upon a
true incident which occurred in the colporteur field this summer. The colporteur
who had the experience wc~s Edgar Echols,
a younger brother of Wc~lter Echols, c!uthor
of the c~rticle.

POETS IN OUR MIDST
The poem below by Miss Friede! Clc~rk
was awarded 11 special prize in the Guill
and Scroll Contest held last spring.
MATTHEW 20:27
I can not reach the hall of fc~me,
Nor swc~y a mighty throng;
I can not stir the hearts of men
With lilting, birdlike song;
I can but fill the humble place
And watch the crowd go by;
I can but plod my own slow pace
And cast a wishful eye.
But though I tread the lowly way
With not one chance at fame 1
But though I do the little things
And do them yet again,
If I with love my tasks perform
And serve for love alone,
I cannot sink too low for hope
To sit upon a throne.
Frieda Clark.
WHY I CAME TO S.

J. C. (Cont'd.)

"I chose S. J . C. because it was a christian
school and afforded me more opportunities
to finish my education. My future vocation
is nursing. I like the locatiOI)o.of our school
c~mld the quiet and among the trees of the
countryside." -Winifred Davison.

"My object in attending Southern Junior
College is to receive an education that is
really a true Christian education. It has alwav~ been one of my more or less unrealized
ambitions to attend this school, and I am
well aware of the part played by the hand
of Providence in my being here. To me the
opportunity of receiving Christian training
seems one of the greatest that can be
offered any young person. While I have
not definitely decided upon a vocation, I
c~m considering teaching as my life work.
Whatever I choose to do, I know that I am
in the right place to prepare myself for a
part in His work. Since I have been here,
the thing that has impressed me most is what
seems to impress everyone who attends or
.even visits our school-the industrial
phc~ses of the college and the willingness
of the students to work for their education.
Another thing that struck me quite impressively after attending public school is the
fact thc~t our students hc~ve more in common
with ec~ch other thc~n do students in the
schools of the world. We c~re c~ll striving
towc~rd the same great goal, and Me in "
true sense ' one hc!ppy family' ."-Mary
Charles Fogg.
"The youth of the Southern Union are
greatly blessed in having a refuge such as
S. J. C. to attend. We, as Seventh-day
Adventist youth, ccmnot afford to gamble
away our opportunities of being workers
for Christ, by attending worldly universities.
My ambition is to be a church school
teacher. I realize that the only way God
can bless me and my efforts to attain this
career is to prepare for service in one of
His schools. The one thing at S. J. C. that
has impressed me most is the personal interest
shown on the part of the teachers toward
the students.
Not only by observation,
but by contact, can we be lead In the
right path. If our young people feel the
need of an all-round Christian education
that leads to the school above, the place
for them is at S. J . C."-Lorabel Peavey.
"1 attribute my choice of S. J. C. as the
college in which to enroll lc~rgely because
it offered me opportunities to defray my
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college expenses by work in the same line
that I plan to pursue as my future vocation.
Since my arrival at S. J. C., the situation
which has impressed me most favorably is
the personal interest that each instructor or
industrial superintendent assumes toward
the student.' "-Melvin C. Waldron.
THIRTEENTH SABBATH (Continued)
last year. The officers of the Sabbath school
appreciate the cooperation of the members
which mdde possible this large offering to
meet the war time need of our mission work.
They also ask for loyal support during the
coming quarter.

.

CAMPUS VISITORS
Because of a combination of circumstances,
this issue of the Scroll is extremely late in
reaching the Field. The news notes should
bear the date line of October 11 .
Several of the students were fortunate
to have their parents visit them during the
last few days:
Sue Summerour was happily surprised
Sunday morning when her mother, father,
and sister came from Atlanta. Cake, jelly,
preserves, and other tempting delicacies
are now a part of Sue's culinary department.
Mr. and Mrs. Bowen stopped on their
way from Canada to Orlando, Florida to
visit their daughter, Lois.
Lc5 Verta Fickess wa~ "'thrilled"' as she puts
it, to have her parents, Mr. <'lnd Mrs. 0. A.
Fickess visit her this past week.
Elder and Mrs. T. M. French visited Fre-
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donia and Ben and Mr. and Mrs. Green
Monday and Tuesday of last week.
The girls were not the only ones who received visitors.
Vaughn Westermeyer's
mother, Mrs .. W . H. Westermeyer, was here
for a few days.
Friends of the former Ina Mae Hollan.d
(now Mrs. Cuilla) were happy to see her
at Southern Junior College again.
Old students are alway$ welcome at
Southern Junior College. Clarence Newman who was a student here last year spent
last week-end at Collegedale.
Our "'Secretary of the Interior.'" Mrs
Rainwater, has promised us extra good food,
such as delicious cornbread, now thc~t she
has two new stoves for the kitchen. We
feel thc~t this is quite in accordance with
our wishes.
Harvest lngc~thering reports up to October 12 show that Southe~n Junior College
has received in round numbers $1200
towc~rd its goal of $2500.
'
The . First band to go over its goal was the
Field tour bc~nd with a goal of .$100. The
next band was the Training School group
with " goc~l of $200, and now the Street
Band has rec~ched its goal of $500.
Over the week-end October 7-9, the
street band solicited in Atlc~nta. One group
returned Sunday morning, another Sundc~y
evening, and a third group returned Mond<'ly
morning. The results of this trip were <'lbout

$250.
Students and f<'lculty members cHe all
putting every effort into the Hc~rvest Ingathering work.
War time pictures were fe<'ltured Saturdc~y
evening, October 7, in the college chapel.
This First program of the school ye:tr series
gave those who attended an ide<'! of the
war in Europe. Bombing plc5nes, Fighting
around W<'lrS<'Iw, bdttleships, <'lnd the Final
surrender of W<'lrS<'IW were some of the
pictures presented. Pictures of some of the
·prominent lec5ders in present day events
were shown.
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MEDICAL CORPS TRAINING AT S. J. C.
President J. C. Thompson

Everyone who tod11y is in touch with the international situation through r11dio, press,
or tr<!lvel, is keenly conscious of the f11ct th.st a tr11gic situ.stion prevails. While most of us
.sre perplexed by the "phony" war thdt is now being fought on the Western Front, which
in " sense is not a war, unless it be a battle of nerves or a diplomatic war to line up n.stions,
we underst.snd that millions of men 11re under arms and the resources of n.stions are mdrsh.slled for deadly conAict.
Whether America will be 11ble to stay out of the present World W11r, is 11 question
in the minds of millions. W1Jys 11nd me11ns of doing this h11ve been discussed in Congress
for weeks and in thousands of other forums of lesser importance 11nd significdnce. In the
first World War of twenty-Five years 11go, Americd could not or did not st11y out. After 11
long series of "inCidents," aggravations, 11nd insults, we went into the w11r on the side
of the Allies. That is just where our friendship lies in the present conAict, as Wds indicdted
by the recent vote in the United St11tes Congress to repedl the Neutrality LIJw in order to
enable Frcmce 11nd Engl11nd to buy munitions of w11r in AmericiJ.
When Americd entered the last conAict, she resorted to the driJft. Within 11 very short
time, millionrof young men between the 11ges of eighteen and thirty registered for military
service. They were given physical examinations, 11nd they were classified into different
categories, according to the work which they were engaged in, the condition of their
he11lth, and their maritdl status. It is expected that if Americ11 enters the present conAict
the youth of this country will again be drafted. Those who are called into the milit11ry
service of their country m11y be expected 11nd tr<!lined to take human life-to kill' efficiently,
and of course military necessities pdy little 11ttention to religious obligations or the observance of <!I d11y of rest.
To Seventh-day Adventists, these things are serious. We believe th11t the sevepth•
day SabbiJth should be kept holy, under IJII circumstances. Nor do we believe in th~ tiJking
of humiJn life. Our mission on earth is to help our fellow men, to save life, r11ther thiJn to
destroy it. All through our denomin11tional bistory we h11ve taken our position as noncombdtants, at the same time m11nifesting a willingnes~ to serve our country in any cdpdcity
thiJt does not violate the principles of the SIJnctity of hum11n life and the sacredness of the
SiJbbath.
We know thdt we h11ve 11n obligdtion tow11rd our country. We believe in its destiny
under God. We <!Ire proud of its b11sic principles of democracy, the brotherhood of m11n,
freedom of worship, of speech, 11nd of assembly. These principles have been vouchsafed
to the present generation by stout-hearted men and· women of the past. We h11ve them because others have been willing to live 11nd to die for the perpetuity of these sacred hum11n
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rights. What have been placed at such great cost into our keeping are likewise to be safeguarded by us, and passed on to those who are yet to come. So we willingly accept our
obligation to live and to die for our country and the principles for which it stands.
That 9ur young men may be able properly to serve their country without the taking
of human life and the breaking of the Sabbath, our denominational leaders Feel that definite
preparation will have to be made. The General Conference Committee, with conference
and college presidents, assembled at the recent Fall Council, gave earnest study to the
question and adopted the Following recommendations as an expression of their conviction.
Because of the limitation of space, we quote only those paragraphs which are pertinent
to the present discussion:
"WHEREAS, many Seventh-day Adventists who, in case of draft, would be
subject to call by the Government need special preparation to enable them to serve
their country more effectively in ·those non-combatant capacities which in former
wars have been freely granted members of this faith by the United States Government.
"We recommend, 1. That in this training of our youth for times of national
emergency we emph.,size the· importance of loyalty to God in obedience to all His
commandments (including the Sabbath) as set Forth in the life and teaching of Christ.

''2. That the General Conference Committee appoint a ~pedal committee to
be known as the "Medical Corps Council" to have general oversight and direction
of an effort to make available to all our people who may be subject to draft in the
United States of America, the opportunity of medical corps or other training; and
in behalf of the denomination, and in accord with its established non-combatant
principles, to work in all possible harmony with the medical and other authorities
of the National Government.
'
"3. That union and local conference committees provide leadership and counsel
to Foster and make effective these n:commendations·.
·
"4. That our colleges offer four semester hours of medical corps training, consisting of non-combatant principles, basic and medical drill, health principles, and
first aid, the details of this course to be worked out by a committee whose personnel
shall be the secretary of the Department of Education of the General Conference,
the senior and junior college presidents, F. G. Ashbaugh, Dr. E. N. Dick, and Dr.
H. M. Walton.
·
·
"5. That whenever there is sufflcient demand, the colleges offer their medical
corps training in intensive Form during the summer, and, in case of national emergency,
during the school year.
"6. That the General Conference Medical Corps Council provide 11 uniform
certificate to be awarded upon the completion of the college medical corps training,
and explore the possibility of securing recognition of this certificate from the proper
authorities."
"On October 30, the administrative board of Southern Junior College was in session
to consider our response to the Fo~going. Professor H. A. Morrison, Secretary of the Department of Education of the General Conference, was with us. It was voted: "to introduce at once a two-hour course in Red Cross ahd Health Principles (personal · .!nd camp
hygiene). It was also suggested that the president 'o f the college contact Captain C. D.
Bush of Madison College, ·with resp~ct to possibly giving basic and· medi'cal drill" this
ye.,r, next summer, and-or l.,ter, depending somewhat upon international developments."
The Faculty ·of Southern Junior College is ' studying th~ mosf pta~dical outworkin·g· 'c:if
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the foregoing action, and plans to initiate this course at the earliest possible date. We shall
begin with the advanced Red Cross course, which will be followed by instruction in personal and camp hygiene. In the meantime, we shall contact Seventh-day Adventist army
officers to discuss with them the giving of instruction in ''military and medical drill." Should
war actuc~lly come to America, this training cc~n be speeded up and-siven in more intensive
form.
There may be Seventh-dc~y Adventist young men seventeen years of age or older who
would like to enter the College to get this specialized training. We shall be glad to cooperate to the fullest degree with c~ny young men who have this object in mind.

TEACHERS HOLD
SUCCESSFUL INSTITUTE
On Friday, October 27, the campus of
the Southern Junior College took on
renewed activity as the elementary tec~chers
from the Kentucky-Tennessee and the
Georgic~-Cumbe'rland conferences begc!n to
arrive for their annual institute. The following tec!chers were in attendance: KentuckyTennessee-Miss Minnie Brown, Mrs. W.
S. Byrc~m, Mr. W. C. Cu:shman, Miss lvc~
Fleming, Miss Maxine Follis, Miss Effie
French, Mrs. Elbert Fry, Mr. John 0. Jones,
Mrs. John 0. Jones, Mrs. l·r.;d Levering,
Miss Dorothy Mathews, Mrs. H. M.
Mathews, Mrs. K. P. McDonald, Mrs. Mary
Miller, Miss Jessie Pride, Miss Violet
Ruskjer, Mr. C. E. Sa.uder, · Mrs: C. E..
Sauder, Mrs. Ruth Solomon, Mrs. Pearl C.
Stewart, Miss Patricia Sullivc~n, Mrs. Florence Taylor, Miss Thelma Wallace, Miss
Lorenc! Whidden, Miss Edra Wigle, Mr.
Leslie Wildes, Mrs. Leslie Wild~s, Miss
Marthe! Zehm.
Georgia-CumbedandMiss Mattie Bell Chastain, Mrs. Olivia
Dean, Miss Minnie Goble, Mrs. Betty
Harter, Mr. Leonard · Hill, Mr. H., W .
Ingham, Mrs. H. W. Ingham, Mr. Cc~rl L.
Jacobs, Mr. W. S. James, Mrs • . W •. S.
Jc~mes, Miss Audrey Klc~us, Mrs. Bessie
Levering, Mr. Virgil Logan, Miss Mildred
Powers, Miss Marjorie Rc~ndall, Miss
Margc~re~e Seilaz, Mrs. Martin Shain, Miss
Ruby Shreve, Mrs. R. L. Underwood, Miss
Nellie Van Doren, Miss Velma Wc~lker,
Mrs. Lela Whorton, Miss Ednc! Wilbur,
Miss Donna Wineland, Miss Clc~ra Wolcott.
Messrs. R. H. Libby of the KentuckyTE!hriessee Conference and T. S. Copeland

of the Georgia-Cumberland Conference
acted as chairmen of the meeting. We
were all thankful that Professor C. A.
Russell had recovered sufficiently from his
recent illness to be in c~ttendance throughout
the meeting. Also, the institute received
the valuable counsel of Professor H. A.
Morrison, educc~tional secretary of the
General Conference. Elder J. K. Jones,
president of the Southern Union 1 Professor
J . C. Thompson, president of Southern
Junior College; 0. C. Durham, nature
specialist from Chicago 1 Miss Ann Bishop
from the Palmer School of Penmanship;
Mrs. Olivia Dean and Mrs. Betty Harter,
critic teachers in the local trc~ining school,
all contributed to the success of the meeting.
Deserving of speci11l mention were the
field trips and sky observations and trail
blazings planned by Mr. Durham. Many
teachers expressed the determination to
spend more time in study and appreciation
of nature in its various ph11ses and to allow
these things to have a lc~rger place in the
school program.
The participation of the children of the
training school in the art and music demonstrations conducted by Mrs. Dean and Mrs.
Harter gave practical help to the teachers
in the teaching of these subjects. Miss
Bishop shed a great deal of light on the
teaching of penmanship by her interesting
talks and demonstrations. Altogether, the
meeting was .a splendid success, and the
teachers returned to their different schools
throughout the conferences with renewed
inspiration and determinc~tion to do better
service in this depc~rtment of the Master's
vineyard,
Mrs. Grace A. Green
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NEWS IN BRIEF

We are sorry that Dorothy Woodall and
Fredonia French Found it necessary to withdriiW from school and return to their homes
SUBSCRIPTION PRICE
because 'of ill health. We hope to see them
back next year, however.
SOUTHERN JU~IOR COLLEGE
Coll-oedole, Tennessee
Reid Cheek is conv11lescing From a recent
emergency appendectomy at Erl11nger Hos+ ftanloy D. Brown • • Fac:ulty Advisor ( pital.
V 11rious classes for the ben eAt of those
l;ntered as Mteond-den metter June 20,
1929, at the post offic:e et Colleoedole, Tenn .
interested in becoming Master Comrades
un<ler the Ac:t of Congress Au~ust 24, 1912. 1[
h11ve been st11rted, under the direction of
.............. M11rvin Midkiff. It is hoped to have 11 l11rge
HARRY PEARSON GIVES RECITAL
group invested next spring.
It is a rcHe occasion when one hears a
Helen Wrenn, Miri11m Jacobs, Velma
dramatic reader and is made to realize that Remedy, 11nd Paul Dougl11s were glad to
he is being carried across the snowy peaks have their mothers spend sever11l d11ys with
of the mountains of dramatic art. Yet such them recently,
was the case Saturday night in the recital
Mr. 11nd Mrs. Billy Norton, who h11ve
of Harry Pearson, well-known reader, who been in our school community for the past
lias studied for years under such renowned two years, he as driver of the school
teachers as Dr. Curry of Boston.
truck, recently moved to Mississippi, their
His Rrst group of ''Vignettes," or Former home;
"Etchings,'' was a collection of nature
Mrs. 11nd Mr. J. W. Lewis, of Hillwood,
poems which pried open some secrets of Alabama, were visiting T11baitha and Jim
Rower a'nd tree. This was followed by 11 over a week end.
group of . humorous selections which made
A Foreign Missions B11nd, under the
the oldsters recall childish ways in the rough le11dership of Frieda Clark and M11urice
and mad~ youngsters re111ize how amusing· Hall, has been organized. To create 11n·
some of their doings really are.
interest in Foreign missions and at the same
The most gripping number was "The time impart knowledge which at some time
Faceless Man," by Robert Service. Mr. might be valuable, the band has been dividPearson showed the real artist by h1ding ed into groups to study various countries,
himself in making his audience see the and letters are being written to present
unfortunate of war and sh11re in their missionaries in those countries For info·rheartbreaking experiences.
mation and counsel on the problems of their
"The Scavenger," in which Mr. Pearson individual country. These b<1nds promise to
appeared at the World's Fair in Chicago, prove very interesting.
was his Rnal nurljber in monologue. Here
Miss Mary Evelyn Linderman writes Mrs.
the pitiful story of the "Untouchables"
Ludington
that she is having 11 nice time 11t ·
of India was vividly portrayed in an intimate
view of 11 street sweeper, his home life, home 11nd expects to visit the school soon.
Officers for the Triangle Club. are as
and his rebellion toward his unalterable
follows:
condition.
On Sund11y 11fternoon Mr. Pearson
Charles Plyer, President
graciously gave four hours of his time to
John Palmer, Vice-president
the public speaking class, outlining the
Gene. Cherry, Secretary
Clyde GordQn, Treasurer
fundamentals of the correct use of the
Sherman Holland, Sergeant-lit-Arms
voice, and giving individual suggestions for
James Mcleod, Parliamentarian
improvement.
H. A. Miller.
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COLLEGEDALE CELEBRATES
THANKSGIVING
Truly we at Collegedale had many things
for which to be thankful on this annuc~l day
of thanksgiving. First, we were thc~nkful
for life itself; second, for a lovely dc~y which
made possible an invigorating hike to Grindstone Mountain; third, for the enjoyable
b;mquet and program of the evenlrig.
Following breakfast, at an hour making
possible more much-longed-for sleep thc~n
usual, the dc~y's activities begdn with c~· football game between teams made up of members of South Hall. This proved an interesting diversion as well CIS c~n outlet For the
energies, and excitement rc~n high as the
Panthers Anally came out over the Red
Raiders by a score of 13-7.
Directly after the game, all gathered in
· front of the girls' dormitory, and with
Professor.Ludington leading the wc~y, started
out on the annual ten mile hike to Grindstone. It was 11 long and toilsc;>me climb,
up steep inclines and over rugged rocks,
but at last we reached our destination''Rock City," a veritable "city" of huge
moss-covered rocks, just over the top of
the mountain. Here we rested and regained
our breath before the return trip, on which
we were met at the foot of ·the . mountain
by members of the kitchen crew laden with
baskets of Food.
When everyone had
Pdrtaken of sufAcient to enable him to make
the trip home, Professor Nelson led the
Wdy. It was a tired but happy group of
boys and girls who Anally reached the
dormitory c~bout 4 o'clock dnd begc~n making
preparations for entertainment of the
evening.
At six all was rec~dy and, clad in more
(Continued on page 2)
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SECONDARY TEACHERS
HOLD. INSTITUTE
"To find c~nd to follow God's wc~y in
more perfectly"
With this as their purpose c~nd guiding
dim, the tec~chers of ·the secondary schools
in the Southern Union met at Southern
Junior College for their annual institute,
December 1-4.
Present and leading out in the institute
were Professor H. A. Morrison, Educational Secretary of the General Conference;
Elder J. K. Jones, President, and Professor
C. A. Russell, Educational Secretary of the
Southern Union, as· well as the presidents
and secretarfes of the local conferences.
A brief report was given by the principals of each academy concerning the work
his school is doing. The academies represented and their principals are as follows:
Forest Lake Academy-K. A. Wright
Pisgah Institute-E. C. Waller
Asheville Agriculturai'Scr10oi- Mrs. M. M .
Jasperson
Pewee Valley Academy- E. J. Beardsley
Fountain Head-R. W. Martin
Some seventy-five teachers of high school
or junior high school grades in the Southern
Union were in attendance. The progrc~m
began in the mornings with a devotional
meeting 11t 8 o'clock, followed during the
morning and afternoon sessions by the discussion of various problems encountered in
adm inistering and teaching these grades.·
In the evenings a round table discussion
was held.
A few of the topics discussed are llS
follows:
" How may our stc~ndards be strengthened
in character building and moral standards
(Continued on page 2)
educc~tion
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THANKSGIVING (Continued)
formdl dttire, we gdthered in the dining
room, where d pretty picture met our eyes
CIS we d escended the steps. Soft candlelight Aickered dcross the tables, so nicely
decorated, brilliant cornucopeas gracing
each table. When everyone had found his
pldce, Thc!d Bugbee redd the Scripture
redding dnd returned thdnks to our Heavenly Father for His bountiful b lessin gs to us.
Then came the food, d redl Thc!nksgiving
meal, right down to the pumpkin pie. When
the last crumb that could be WdS eaten,
Mr. Green, Mc!ster of Ceremonies, began
the progrdm. First, Mrs. Chc!mpion gave
Edgar E. Guest's beautiful poem, "Home/'
as d musicdl redding, fo llowi ng which Prof~ssor Miller sang that impressive song of
gratitude, "Thc!nks Be to God." A violin
solo by Louis Ludington, "Rondo/' and
two vocdl numbers, "Summer is Gone" and
"The Lass with the Delicate Air/' by Rebecca Rutledge, concluded this part of the
program. Then came moving pictures, depicting scenes in the "Three Hundred Years
of Massdchusetts," fo llowing which the
good-nights were Sdid, c!ll agreeing thdt it
WdS indeed c1 hc~ppy Thanksgiving that hc!d
just passed into eternity.
Georgette Damon.

SECONDARY INSTITUTE (Continued)
thc~t our youth may stand the tests of modern
inAuences in dssociation, recredtion dnd
dc~ily living?"
"The socidl life of the school.··
"How to keep school finance out of
the red."
"What extracurricular activities are recommended?"
"Suggestions for the Friday evening
service ... Time, length, ndture of meeting."
"Our Weeks of Prayer: How to get the
most lc!sting benefit from them."
"Modern trends in Education: How fdr
cdn we follow them and still be true to
our blue print?"
Nellie Jane Smith.

SECOND PERIOD HONOR ROLL
COLLEGE
All A 's
Hubert Anderson

All A 's and B's
Evelyn Britt, Annie Mc!e C hambers, Paul
Gaver, John D. Irwin, Beatr.ice Keith, Louis
Lud ington, Lorraine Mc!u ld in, Susie Maxon,
Jc~mes Mcleod , Dougl.m Plyer, Perry Priest,
John Rc~y, Nellie Jane Smith, Vaughn Westermeyer

All B's
Mattie Mae Cdrter, Florence Dye

ACADEMY
All A's
June Snide

All A 's and B's
Harvey Bowen, Georgette Damon, ~obert
Dc!mon, Herbert Fleenor, George Virley
Fuller, Thelmd Grdham, Betty Jdne Halvor··
sen, Hdrold Miller, Sue Summerour, Bettye
Jdne Swdfford, Sc!llie Mde Wdlsh, Donc!ld
West

ORCHESTRA CONCERT
Under the conductorship of Louis Ludington, the orchestrd of Southern Junior
College WdS presented in concert Sc!turddy
night, November 25, dt 8:15 p . m. in the
college ch<~pel.
The first group of numbers included
"Mosaic Overtu re" drrdnged by Julius S.
Seredy; a dainty number, "Dancing Moonbedms," by Burt Wood; and the well -known
"Americdn P<~trol" by F. W . Medchdm.
Miss Rebecca Rutledge rendered two
vocdl solos, "I Will Sing You a Song of
Springtime" and "Let's Sing Agdin," which
were very much dppreciated by the <~udience.
The string ensemble accompanied dt the
pidnO by Mrs. Olive Bdtson, played the
ever-lovely "Blue Dc!nube Wc!ltz" by
Johdnn Strduss, followed by the delightful
"Willidm Tell Overtu re" by Rossini.
The orchestra's final numbers were R<~ff's
"Cc!Vdtind" and the "Poet dnd Peasdnt
Overture" by F. von Suppe.
Tui Knight.
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How A Mud-Dauber Made A Storage Room
By Hubert A nderson
One hot summer day, I could find no cooler place to rest than the shade of a large
oak tree. I had just made myself comfortable on the grass and was enjoying the faint breeze
which was stirring, when my attention was attracted to a mud-dauber that was soaring
e~bove my head. He was a small brown insect, closely resembling a wasp; and not knowing
his ability or lack of ability to sting, I wasn't sure that I would enjoy his company. However,
I soon could see that he was nonchalantly ignoring my presence. Soaring up and down,
he finally settled down on a tiny spot of clear ground near my head and began working
on what turned out to be a miniature storage room. The manner of his procedure, his diligence in pursuing the work, and his cleverness in concealing the storage room after it was
finished made a lasting impression on my mind.
The first job was to make an excavation in which to store his food. So beg inn ing at,the
surface of the ground, he started digging a hole, in size about as large around as a pencil.
He seemed to possess within himself a small electric motor, for, as he dislodged each small
stone or piece of gravel, a peculiar grinding sound would emanate from him. Carefully
he placed all the excavated dirt in a neat heap beside the hole. Each time he went into the
hole, I could see less of his body extending above the ground; until finally he would disappear completely into his burrow for a load to carry out.
Nor did he cease to dig after he had gone this deep but continued below the surface as
I could well detect from his peculiar hum as he loosed the dirt. The time consumed in this
process had so far been surprisingly short; despite the fact that, he brought up but a small
load each time. As the hole deepened, I became more curious to know the purpose of
the excavation and of the bustling activity.. . Was it to be a home or just a temporary abiding place? Perhaps there was something in the ground which the mud-dauber wanted.
I had to be satisfied to patiently watch and wait in the hope that its builder would disclose
its purpose. I did not have long to wait, for he was not only a diligent worker but also
a fast one.
After the hole was deep enough to satisfy him, he walked around it several times
and seemed to be looking in all directions to make sure of his bearings. Then he was off
,md soon lost to view. I did not know if he would return, and so I soon was deep in my
day-dreams, and the departed visitor was almost forgotten.
Striving to keep off a drowsiness that was slowly creeping over me, I was suddenly
brought out of my reveries by a sound of wings beating the air. Upon turning to locate the
source of the sound, I saw my little visitor returning with a strange burden. He had a large
green worm that was much larger than he; and after Aitting back and forth a few• times, he
made a beautiful landing near the hole and the heap of dirt. Pulling the worm in after him,
he backed into the hole. Although the worm was almost too large to go through the opening, the mud-dauber persistently pulled and tugged until both were inside the miniature
storage room.
He must have made a sufficiently large room, because he apparently had no difficulty
in passing his burden and coming to the surface again. Then without ceasing to catch his
bree~th, he began the tedious task of placing the dirt back into the hole; nevertheless, he
was not daunted by the job and with his imaginary motor running full force soon had the
worm safely stored away and covered.
But with the hole filled, he did not seem to be satisfied. With his feet he smoothed out
the remaing dirt that was left and then searched until he found a large stone which he placed
over the Filled excavation, thus camouAaging the place where his food was stored. His
task completed, he left and did not return again while I was there.
(Continued on page 4 )
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MUD-DAUBER (Continued)
I w~s not only ~mused and surprised by
I h~d seen, but ~s I mused upon the
diligence and frug~lity of this sm~ll cre~ture
of God's m~king and the completeness with
which the t~sk was done, I realized that I
had learned some valuable lessons from n~
ture, God's great lesson book.
wh~t
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brothers, of Memphis, visit her.
Johnny Parrot, also of Memphis, spent
Thanksgiving with William Alvarez, ~nd
Sue Summerour had as her guests her sister,
Jane, From Norcross, Georgia, and her
cousin, Betty Brooke, of Canton.
Paul
Patrick came From Graysville to be with
his brother, Lester Patrick.
Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Mathieu, of Hattiesburg, Mississippi, came up to spend Thanksgiving with their children, Juanita and
Raymond.
Farrell McMahen was delighted to have
her mother, Mrs. Maud McMahen, of
Jackson, Mississippi, spend several days
with her. With Mrs. McMahen were Mrs.
D. H. DuBose and Mrs. Oren Allen, also
of Jackson.
Bob Cone, who is now attending school
at Madison College, was also a visitor of
the week end.

NEWS IN BRIEF
VISITORS AT S. J. C.
Lois Bowen was pleasantly surprised
Friday, November 23, when her father,
R. G. Bowen, of Orlando Sanitarium, arrived une~<pectedly to spend the week end
with her.
Professor R. H. Libby, Educational and
Missionary Volunteer Secretary for the
Kentucky-Tennessee Conference, was 11lso
here during the week end. He spoke at
the ele~en o'clock service on Sabbath.
Professor 11nd Mrs: Ludington had as their
week-end guests their niece, Mrs. Herchel
Frank, and her husband and little daughter,
Julia, from Nashville. Mrs. Frank, a gifted
violinist, took part in the orchestr11 concert
on Saturday night.
Vaughn Westermeyer was very glad to
have his parents, Elder and Mrs. W. H.
Westermeyer, 11nd sister, Virgene, of Meridian, Mississippi, spend several days with
him.
Louise Mclarty also enjoyed having her
p~rents, Mr. and Mrs. B. E. Mclarty, 11nd

Among those goin·g home or elsewhere
for the Thanksgiving holidays were Marvin
Midkiff, Evan Richards, Lois Clement, Lorraine Davis, Bernice Davis, M iriam Jacobs,
Hazel Jaynes, Raymond Mathieu.
Many w ith whom going home was an
impossibility received a small bit of a homey
Thanksgiving in boxes of "eats" prepared
and sent by Mother herself.
The Acorn Ouartet from Oakwood Junior
College rendered a program of spirituals
in the chapel S11turday night, December 2.
In ~ddition to the regul~r program, ll number
of requests From the audience were fulfilled,
among these being such favorites llS "Ain' t
Gonn~ Study W~r No More" ~nd " Swing
Low, Sweet Ch~riot. "
The girls of North Hall have been fortunate to h11ve two noted visitors speak
to them in their worship in the p~st week.·
Professor Floyd Br~lli~r, well-known nat·
ur~list, spoke on Sunday night, and on
Mond~y night Miss K~thryn L. Jensen, head
of nurses of the denomination, rel~ted some
of her experiences in Finl~nd ~nd Germ~ny
before the present w~r plunged Europe
into ch~os.

